
Bad Blood is already out of date. Subsequent editions of this riveting story, which recounts the

implosion of Theranos, the disgraced blood-testing start-up, will have to include a victory lap from

investigative journalist John Carreyrou. The Wall Street Journal reporter spent three years

untangling the web of lies at the heart of the company, only to be dismissed as a fantasist by its

founder, Elizabeth Holmes. Just weeks after the book was published, she was indicted on charges

of criminal fraud.

Theranos attained rock star status in Silicon Valley for its promise of a new blood-testing system

requiring just a few drops from a finger tip. In reality, the company’s technology was dangerously

flawed and produced erroneous results, although that did not stop Ms Holmes from launching a

service that carried out tens of thousands of tests.

Earlier this year, she settled civil charges that she defrauded investors who ploughed hundreds of

millions of dollars into Theranos and bestowed it with a valuation that hit $9bn, but she still faces a

criminal trial. Reading this book, it is hard not to conclude that her best hope of avoiding jail might

be to plead an insanity defence.

Ms Holmes’s delusions seem to know no bounds. In a speech at the office Christmas party,



recounted by Carreyrou, she tells employees that the rudimentary blood-testing system “is the

most important thing humanity has ever built” and that anyone who disagrees should quit. The

laboratory where it is developed is named Normandy in homage to the D-Day landings of the

second world war.

Ms Holmes, as portrayed here, appears to be under the impression that she is the reincarnation of

Steve Jobs, and eventually takes to wearing a black polo neck. As she makes her way through

Walter Isaacson’s biography of the late Apple founder, her employees play at guessing which

chapter she has just read based on the mumbo jumbo she spouts.

Despite its protagonist’s obvious flaws, the book eschews the simplistic (and sexist) conclusion that

the Theranos founder is a femme fatale who bewitched her associates — almost all of them men.

For a start, there is the central role paid by the comically odious Ramesh “Sunny” Balwani, the

company’s ex-president, who went from being Ms Holmes’s lover to her co-defendant in the recent

fraud charges. Then there is the large cast of establishment figures who should have known better.

From Jim Mattis, a former director who now serves as US defence secretary, and who thinks Ms

Holmes has “the most mature and well-honed sense of ethics” he has encountered, to the then chief

executive of Safeway, Steven Burd, who loses interest in selling groceries and dreams of launching

a venture with the group.

The book is also a blistering critique of Silicon Valley, a kind of nonfiction corollary to Dave

Eggers’s The Circle. In Carreyrou’s telling, the Bay area takes its cue from two quintessentially

American institutions — the religious cult and the university fraternity, which preach omerta and

loyalty over facts and ethics. Ironically, it seems to be Ms Holmes’s paranoid insistence on absolute

secrecy that convinces investors to part with cash: all the CCTV and keycode door locks at

Theranos HQ — along with the non-disclosure agreements — make them think the company has

something worth hiding.

In chronicling Ms Holmes’s attempts to export Silicon Valley’s rotten culture into the world of life

sciences, Carreyrou reminds us that her actions put real lives at risk. Doctors relied on flawed

Theranos blood tests to make all kinds of critical decisions.

Tales of corporate malfeasance are always better when the writer is in the room, and the story is at

its most compelling near the end, after Carreyrou enters the action. His unmasking of Theranos is a

tale of David and Goliath. The WSJ is among the world’s best-resourced news organisations, but

the handful of editors and lawyers who support him are outweighed by the Theranos team. The real

heroes, though, are his sources: the young scientists who worked at the company and risked their

reputations and careers by voicing their concerns. We all should be grateful to them. Were it not

for their courage, Theranos might still be testing blood today.




